that, if SDt is a closed subspace of a Banach space 33, and there is a projection of 33 onto ÜK with bound unity, then the greatest crossnorm on the tensor product 33©Si is an extension of the greatest crossnorm on SDÎGÏÏI for any Banach space 91. Now it is known that there is a projection with bound unity of the second conjugate S3** of a Banach space S3 onto S3o (the canonical image of S3 in S3**) for conjugate spaces S3 and for some others [3, p. 580], though not for all Banach spaces (cf. [7] ). For such spaces, then, the greatest crossnorm on S3** O9Î is an extension of the greatest crossnorm on SSoOüft. The purpose of this note is to show that the restriction to such spaces is unnecessary. (N.B. S3 is sometimes embedded in S3** by identifying it with S3o.) Theorem. Let S3 and 9Î be any Banach spaces. Then the greatest crossnorm on S3**©91 is an extension of the greatest crossnorm on 830 05^ (where S3o is the canonical image of S3 in 33**). where x is the canonical image of x in 33**. We now construct a continuous linear operator V on 9Î into S3*** by defining F'y to be the canonical image of Ty in S3*** for each y of 9Î. This is associated with a continuous linear functional ff' over 93**0T9c with the same norm as V by the rule ff'(A <g> y) = (F'y)(A) (A G S3**, y G 9c).
